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Abstract (summary)

The likely trend of resource nationalism in Africa.

The greater assertiveness of sovereigns vis-a-vis extractive industries investors in the last decade is often seen as

a direct function of high commodity prices. Thus, a relative downturn might be expected to lead to government

moderation and a rebalancing of bargaining power in favour of foreign firms. Yet, while the resurgence of resource

nationalism in Africa initially lagged the 2000s commodities boom, it is now likely to outlive the duration of that

supercycle.

SUBJECT:The likely trend of resource nationalism in Africa.

SIGNIFICANCE:The greater assertiveness of sovereigns vis-a-vis extractive industries investors in the last decade

is often seen as a direct function of high commodity prices. Thus, a relative downturn might be expected to lead to

government moderation and a rebalancing of bargaining power in favour of foreign firms. Yet, while the resurgence

of resource nationalism in Africa initially lagged the 2000s commodities boom, it is now likely to outlive the

duration of that supercycle.

ANALYSIS: Impacts.

Negotiating the investor-government balance of interests over the peaks and troughs of the commodity cycle will

become more challenging.

Miners will face a more fluid environment, balancing costs with securing their role as partners in the local socio-

economic landscape.
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African hosts will seek greater fiscal and developmental benefits from mining, and more links between enclave

sectors and the wider economy.

'Resource nationalism' refers to the trend toward increased control by the state over its sub-surface resources. In

contrast to the situation in Argentina, Russia or Venezuela, the trend in Africa has not involved outright attempts

at asset nationalisation by host governments. Indeed, unilateral revisions of mineral development agreements

(MDAs) or stability pacts have been rare. They are likely to remain so. With the exception of Zimbabwe, most

African governments' attempts at extracting a greater local/state share have fallen short of the crude expropriation

witnessed on the continent and elsewhere in previous decades.

Yet the legislative and administrative uncertainty associated with mining in Africa has increased. Moreover,

resource nationalism has if anything accelerated in the wake of the 2008-09 financial crisis, as resource-rich but

cash-poor African sovereigns have used various strategies to augment the benefits they derive from their

extractive sectors ( see INTERNATIONAL: Fiscal woes drive resource nationalism - January 17, 2012).

Revised fiscal regimes.

African officials (and voters) generally feel that the financial benefits of the decade-long commodities boom have

been captured disproportionately by investors. For their part, firms argue that governments are already the

biggest beneficiaries of mining revenue streams, ahead of the firms that provide capital and technology, while

reiterating the need for long-term fiscal and regulatory certainty to enable expansion and capital expenditure

planning:

Tax and royalty amendments have been implemented in multiple African jurisdictions as host governments -- often

with IMF backing or other external expert advice -- have sought new ways to balance their budget deficits.

Recent examples include Zambia, Tanzania, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Namibia, Mali, South Africa and the Democratic

Republic of Congo (DRC), where royalty rates have been increased. Gold-rich Ghana's 2012 budget also raised

corporation tax from 25% to 35% and cut capital allowances from 80% to 20%.

While they have attracted shrill market media attention, most of these revisions only affect new projects, as firms'

MDAs or fiscal stability pacts prevent governments from unilaterally applying new levies to existing projects:

Most governments are aware that raising the fiscal burden runs the risk of boosting revenues in the short-term at

the expense of the sector's longer-term development.

Consequently, authorities in most resource-rich African countries have avoided unilateral moves. Nevertheless,

governments in countries such as Ghana and Tanzania are negotiating with firms in attempts to encourage them

voluntarily to accept new taxes (or make other developmental spending commitments).

In some places, more radical plans to impose windfall or super-profits taxes have been implemented only to then

be withdrawn (Zambia) or shelved for now (Ivory Coast), although such initiatives remain under discussion in

countries such as Tanzania, Ghana and the DRC.

The recent correction in commodity prices is likely to take the momentum out of windfall-tax initiatives, although

most sovereigns are looking to revisions that apply sliding-scale provisions, in which the fiscal take rises and falls

in parallel with commodity prices.

'Free carry'.

The state's equity participation has long been a feature of mining in Africa, although thresholds have been rising of

late:

Guinea. New legislation allows the state a free carried interest of 15% in all mining projects, with the right to
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purchase up to 20% more (at market prices). The move has partially contributed to several major projects stalling

there.

DRC. Within the incomplete review of its 2002 mining code, the Kinshasa government is also seeking a maximum

35% state interest in all new projects (see CONGO-KINSHASA: Mining code delay weighs down growth - July 8,

2013).

Kenya. By contrast, the new government recently abandoned efforts to secure 35% equity stakes in projects for

fear of inhibiting investment into Kenya's nascent mining sector.

Despite having a particular history, the state's large share in De Beers' Namibia and Botswana operations

continues to feed unrealistic state expectations elsewhere. Free-carry arrangements have existed for years in

certain other jurisdictions (such as Mali) but although a direct state share offers some promise of security of title,

they are typically disliked by investors, as the state takes without any commitment to capital expenditure needs.

State equity participation in dividend-paying projects is also seen as prone to the risk of enriching only very narrow

elites.

Local benefit.

Mining code revisions have often focused on requiring foreign firms to source increasing amounts of goods and

services locally, and to augment skills transfers. Corporate managers often support such arrangements, seeing

these as better embedding operations within the local socio-economic landscape, bolstering their legitimacy.

Many African governments go further, seeking to integrate mining into the broader economy and deepen its role in

local value chains:

Yet with few exceptions -- exemplified by De Beers' recent decision to relocate (repatriate) diamond-sorting

operations to Gaborone -- margins in processing industries are too low for most miners to contemplate

downstream expansion.

Governments thus sometimes resort to compulsion: across the Copperbelt, the DRC and Zambian governments

have recently attempted to ban the export of copper concentrates, with varying results.

South Africa's mature mining sector remains something of an isolated case with few parallels throughout Africa

(see SOUTH AFRICA: Mining decline has long-term impacts - December 11, 2012). Yet political pressure to press

for greater linkages between extractive sectors and the broader economy -- and especially to increase local

beneficiation -- will probably remain the dominant theme of African mining policies in coming years as government

strive to boost skills-acquisition and job-creation, amid popular pressures. Electricity deficits, in particular, will tend

to undermine beneficiation schemes.

Governance and oversight.

Few African governments are capable of fully evaluating their state's natural resource endowments, negotiating

effectively with global firms, or monitoring compliance with regulations. Initiatives to improve revenue

transparency and facilitate alignment between investors' interests and wider host populations -- such as the

Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) -- are undermined by the proliferation of well-capitalised

non-Western investors often focused exclusively on short-term gains ( see INTERNATIONAL: Transparency rules

hit extractive firms - September 11, 2013).

CONCLUSION: Softer prices for global commodities and a weaker demand outlook will not necessarily erode

demands on mining firms by host African governments. Many such governments face fiscal pressures amid high

local political and socio-economic expectations linked to headlines over the last decade announcing large-scale

investment deals or plans. Stability agreements in which fiscal terms are fixed regardless of global prices are likely

to be replaced by arrangements incorporating sliding-scale fiscal provisions linked to the commodities cycle.
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